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ABsrRAcr
SHEBA-11 Solution Wgh ~rgy ~urst

~bly-lD iS a ~ticsl ~mbly ex~nt
currently (1995) being operated at the Los
Alsmos Critical Eqxximents Facility. It is a
bareascmbly fueled with an ueous solution

3of about 5% etiched uranyl Uoride that is
stored in four critically safe steel tanks. The
solution is transferredto the critical assembly
vessel (CAV) by applying gas pressure to the
storage tanks. Reactivity is controlled by
vmying the solution level, anda safety rod may
b insertd in a thimblealong thecentralaxis of
the CAV for fast shutdown. The simple
geometry provided by this cylindrical system
dlNIS for easily ap lied calculationalmeth*

Ifand thus SHERA- is ideally suitd for use as
a cfhkd@ S&t’y bKhIUUk ex@OMOL

ASSEMBLY DESCRWIION
The critical a~.sembly vessel (CAV) of

SHEBA-11 [1] is basically a 30-in. lmgth of
20-in., schedule 40 stainless steel 304L pipe,
with a nominal I.D. of 18.814 in., a wall
thickness of 0.593-in., and a weight of 123.11
lWft(density of 7.855 g/ems). The base plate
consists of three SS 304L disks of thicknesses
0.5 in., 0.5-in., and 0.125 in., bolted
together. The diameter of the top disk is
machined to fit snugly into the pipe section.
TIE center of the base late contains a 2.5-in.

$hole for the safety rod imble tulw This tube,
also made of SS 304L, is 30.25-in. long and
2.5-in. O.D. with a 0.25-in. wall. The top
cover of the CAV consists of 2 SS 304L disks
O.S-in.and 0.25-in. thick. Like the base plate,
the lower disk fits snugly into the pipe, and the
cover has a 2.5-in. central hole for the safety
rod thimble tube. The safety rod and follower

in * “out” position were not included in the
criticality safety benchmark model, as
CSkUhtiOOS showed that effects of these on km
wexe small. The calculational model used for
SHEBA-11,as deived from these dimensions,
is ShOWU in Fig. L

IQ RESULTS
The measured critical height at 20 C was

45.0 cm, i.e. k~ff = 1.0000 for this
experimentalconfiguration[2]. Analysis,of the
experimentaldata*M the ~ tyin
tie calculated ~ff to be * 0.CN)43.This
unceminty is due mainly to the unceminty in
the composition of the UOZFZ+HZO as
indicated by results of several chemical
analyses of the solution ~sported in [1].
Calculations using KENO in 16 multigroup
Hansen-Roach data, KENO in 27 multigroup
ENDF-IV data, MCNP continuous ener
ENDF-V data, and ‘IWODANT in !{
multigroup ENDF-IV data gave ~ values of
0.9915, 1.0097, 1,0094, and 1.0096,
respectively. The atom densities used in these
calculations were &rived from an average of
constituents in the chemical analyses reported
in [1].

CRITICALHEIGHTRESULTS
Ilte above codeshuclear data were also

W to calculate critical heighs insteadof ko~.
TWODANT was also used with the Hansen-
Roach 16-group data and with 69-group
ENDF-V dam Additional calculations were
made with MCNP using JENDL-E3.2 data [3].
These results are shown in Table 1, alon with

f!earlier results using a somewhat di erent
model and different atom densities reportedby
Butterfield in [4]. Finally, a set of



spocifikar.ions for SHEBA-11 was ublished in
an issue of the Criticality Safety & arterly [5]
and readers were invited to make calculations
based on these spec~lcations. Their results
were included in subsequent issues of the
newsletter [= and ~, and are also included in
Table L

As can be seen from Table ~ the calculated
critical height is quite sensitive to the model/
methodology used, but on average, the
calculated critical height is low by about 4%
compared with the measured height of 45 cm.
This is much greater than the estimated
experimental uncertainty, indicating that
additional chemical analyses of the aqueous
solution in SHEBA-11 need to be made. A
closer value to the measured critical height
would be calculated, for example, if tie ZWJ
enrichment were redumd by about .05%.

ADD~ONAL ~
In addition to the eigenvalue experiment

other experimental results were obtained in the
course of running SHEBA-11. These include
measurements of the temperature coefficient of
reactivity, void coefficients, and reactivity as a
function of solution height [8]. Two- md dwee
-dimensional discrete ordinates calculations are
in good agreement with experimental results as
demonstmted below.

Temperature Coefficient
Three effixts were taken into consideration

in calculating SHEBA-11 temperature
coeffkieng namely:

a. Changes in cross sections,
b, Vessel expansion, and
c. Solution expansion, according to

Johnson/Kraus [9] considering both volume
and density changes.

The total increase in critical height due to
these effkcts was calculated to be 1.5 cm for a
temperature increase of 15 C. These
calculations were done using TWODANT.
ENDF-V nuclear data in 69 groups were used
to calculate the cross-section changes and
vessel expmsion effects, and ENDF-IV data in
27 groups were used for solution effects.
These gave 0.66 and 0.84 cm. changes,
respectively. Figure 2 sh~ws the measured and

calculated results of solution titical height vs
temperamre. Alirwar fitto the measured data
yields a critical height of 44.91 cm at 20 C,
which was used as the base point for the
calculation.

Void Cod6ckmts
The experimental setup to determine

SHEBA-11 void coefficients employed two
aluminum blocks that were sectors of
cylinders. One was an 87-degree sector of a
3.15-in. hi cylinder with an I.R. of 8.62 in.
and an /?’.R. of 9.41 in. This iece

tapproximately fitted the outside of the AV.
Meamements of critical lwight were made with
the block at the center and top of the solution.
Taking into consideration the displacement of
solution by the block the measurements gave
an increase of critical height of !).32 cm with
the block at the center and a &crease in mitical
height of 0.11 cm with the block a! the top of
the solution. Calculated values using 3-DANT
and 27-group, ENDF-IV nuclear data were
+0.32 and -0.17 cm, respectively. These
calculations were done using Al blocks; voids
gave approximately double these effects.

The other block was a 90-degree sector
with a height of 1.16 in., an I.R. of 1.258 in.,
and an O.R. of 2.82-in., so that this Al piece fit
closely to the central thimble tube.
Measurements were taken at the center, 5 cm,
10 cm, and 15 cm above the center, aad at the
top of the solution. Experimental and
calculated results are compared in the Fig. 3.

hReactivityas Function of Solution Height
Calculations to obtain reactivity change as a

function of solution height were performed
using the TWODANT code and 27-group
ENDF-IV nuclear data Calculations were made
for heights from 45.0 to 46.0 cm, in
increments of 0.2 cm. Usin the 45.0 cm

fcalculation as a base case, dif erences in k~ff
were obtained for the other cases. These
differences were converted into units of cents

using a value of f!~ff= 0.0076. This value was
obtained using the methodology suggested by
Palmer [10]. In applying ths method, two
TWODANT problems were run, one using the

total ~s and the second using the prompt zs for
WJ, rhereby obtaining values of Iotal koti (lcT)



and prompt ~ff ( kp). The value of j3~His Society, VOL75 ( SepL 1953 ).
.Ck4enMdfrom

br=k-kpx( I-~), ~=0.W5for~W.
10. ?almer, R., “A Direct Method of

~&ldaa~gatk Effective Delayed Neutron. .
Fast Reactor,” TRG

CONCLUSIONS Repo~ 83 (D), UKAEA ( 1%1 ).
We have shown the rather lame scnsitivitv

of the WEBA-U critical height ckdations b
model, methodology, and nucle~ data used,
and have also indicated a need for additional
chemical analy= of ‘he aqueous uranyl
fluorik solution in the assembly. Calculations
of tan- coefflcien~ void adlicienL and
criticality vs solution height, which are
performed as differences from a base
calculation, agree quite well with experimental
results.
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Table I CalcuWzl Critical Heights

Model code Nuclear Dara Number of Critical Height
Groups

This report KEluo Hansen-Roach 16 47.2

This repcrt ‘TWODANT Hansen-Roach 16 47.2

‘-This report KENO ENDF-iV 27 42.5

This rep; MCNP ENIw-v Cont. Energy 42.6
-.

This report TWODANT ENIW-lv 27 42.6

This report TwoiiANT ENDF-V 69 41.3

This report MCNP JENDL-E3.2 Cont. Energy 41.41
—

This repmt MCNP JENDL-E3.2 Cont. Energy 42.52

Ref. 4 MCNP ENDF-V Cont. Energy 41.3

Ref. 4 TWODANT Hansen-Roach 16 44.7

Ref. 4 I THREEDANT i Hansen-Roach I 16 I 44.1

Ref. 5 MCNP ENDF-V Cont. Energy 42.7

Ref. 5 MCNP ENDF-V - Cont. Energy 42.5

Ref. 5 KENO ENDF-IV 27 43.5

Ref. 5
—.

! _IWODANT ~ ENDF-IV 27 42.4

1. 1 x 1(Yhistories
2. 1 x lW histories
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Fig. 1. SHEBA-U calcula[ional model.
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Fig.3, SHEBA-II void (Al block) coefficient.
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Fig. 4. SHEBA-11reactivity as a function of height above delayed critical.


